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Design and analysis of efficient algorithms

Algorithms are necessary for all computer systems and software. System developers must be able to choose the efficient
algorithms, must be able to design them, and must be able to implement them. It is the aim to learn basic concepts and
systematic design techniques of algorithm design. This course teaches basic ideas for algorithm development using several
examples without limiting them to the specific field. This course also performs the presentation and group discussion for some
subjects to deepen understanding.

The attainment goals of this course is as follows.
(1) Cognitive：to understand basic concepts of algorithm design based on computational complexity theory.
(2) Attitude：to carry out pre-learning and post-learning every week.
(3) Skills：to be able to design the efficient algorithms for concrete problems.

01：Guidance, Importance of algorithms
02：Evaluation methods of algorithms
03：Basic data structures
04：Greedy algorithms
05：Divide and conquer algorithms
06：Dynamic Programming
07：Binary search
08：Sorting algorithms and their computational complexity 1（heap sort）
09：Sorting algorithms and their computational complexity 2（quick sort）
10：Basic graph algorithms
11：NP-completeness
12：Set covering problems
13：Randomized algorithms
14：Approximation algorithms
15：Online algorithms



【指導方法 Instructional method】

【事前・事後学習（Supplementary Individual Study）】

【成績評価の方法・基準 Assessment method】

【受講要件　Requirement of attending a lecture】

【テキスト Textbooks】

【参考書 Reference book】

【関連分野・関連科目 Related fields and subject】

【その他 Others】

【リンク　URL Links】

A student should have basic knowledge of algorithms.

All lectures are held at class room.
We evaluate the competency at the beginning and the end of this course. We employ IPA standard as competency criteria. In
this course, particularly, we emphasize problem analysis skills, problem finding and solving skills, and learning skills. We will aim
to grow such human skills.

For each lecture, we will assign home works for pre-learning and post-learning.

A grade is estimated S-D based on the criteria in the graduate school of Toyo University
This course will estimate the grade by presentations and reports.

None.
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